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Peter Zenzinger 
The German Reputation of the Makars 
No country outside the English-speaking world has dedicated more 
scholarly work to older Scottish poetry than Germany. This survey (which 
includes Austrian and Swiss German studies because of their related scholarly 
traditions) will concentrate on the written literature of the Early and Middle 
Scots period; but it will also, though less systematically, consider the recep-
tion of the traditional Scottish ballad as the major exponent of Scotland's oral 
tradition. Since the full titles and publishing data are given in the bibliogra-
phies at the end of this survey, studies will only be referred to in a shortened 
form in the text. 
Before the German literati directed their attention to the Scottish makars 
around the middle of the nineteenth century, they regarded the older poetry 
of Scotland as almost synonymous with the ballad of tradition-or, for that 
matter, with Ossian. Addison's praise of Chevy Chase roused an immediate 
interest in the ballad: its simplicity and tragic world view strongly appealed 
to German poets and critics. Its first translation was made in 1739 by 
Gottsched's wife. In 1749, Klopstock wrote an imitation of the poem; and in 
1758 Gleim made the Chevy Chase stanza popular in Germany in his collec-
tion of poems entitled Preussische Kriegslieder (Prussian War Songs). When 
Percy's Reliques appeared in 1765, reviewers immediately called for a Ger-
man Percy. Herder, who translated The Hunting of the Cheviot, Edward and 
Sir Patrick Spens, thought there was nothing in modem poetry to match the 
old ballads, or Volkslieder, as he called them, and recommended their imita-
tion (1773). Burger's ballad imitation Lenore of 1773 was translated into 
English by Sir Walter Scott and has become a well-known example of the 
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mutual influence of Scottish and Gennan literature in the nineteenth century. 
Goethe's art ballads written under the influence of the Scottish ballads, his 
theory of the folk ballad as the Ur-Ei of poetry that combines lyric, dramatic, 
and epic elements, and his praise of Edward as the greatest example of bal-
ladry are too well-known to need further comment here. The enthusiasm for 
the Scottish ballad continued until the early 1850s, when Theodor Fontane 
translated The HWlting of the Cheviot once more, along with Sir Patrick 
Spens, The Twa Corbies, Edward and Thomas Rhymer. Edward was set to 
music by Carl Loewe (1818), Franz Schubert (1827), and Johannes Brahms 
(1878); Loewe also wrote lieder based on Thomas Rhymer and The Nut-
Brown Maid; Haydn arranged old Scottish tunes and published them as 
Altschottische Balladen und Lieder (1804). 
The communal theory of Herder and the Grimm brothers that viewed the 
ballad as a collective product of the folk, its simplicity and terseness, and its 
tragic world view appealed strongly to the writers of the Sturm-und-Drang 
period and of Gennan Romanticism; these writers saw a close resemblance 
between the Scottish and the Gennan frame of mind, they appropriated the 
Scottish ballad as Shakespeare was appropriated by Schlegel and Tieck (cf. 
Bouterwek [1809], Fiedler [1846], Gatschenberger [1859]). This attitude 
lasted well into the twentieth century: writing in 1936, Wolfgang Kayser 
claimed that the ballad is essentially a Gennan literary genre, and the unflag-
ging interest of Gennan scholars in the traditional ballad must certainly be 
seen against this background. 
The makars remained relatively unknown to the Gennan literati of the 
eighteenth century. The Universal-Lexicon Aller Wissenschaften und Ktlnste 
of 1734 only mentions Gavin Douglas, whose "eloquence and good sense" 
receives some laudatory comment (vol. 7), even though the "Schottlandische 
Sprache" is elsewhere called "a corrupt variant of English" (vol. 35). Dur-
ing the late Romantic period, a more favorable climate for the reception of 
older poetry developed, and the makars now received a greater share of at-
tention. Friedrich Bouterwek (1809) thinks the Scottish makars superior to 
their English contemporaries and attributes their merit to the influence that 
"the old vigorous nature poetry of the ballads and songs" had on their works. 
James I, to whom he ascribes Christis Kirk and Peblis to the Play, is quoted 
as a major example of a nobleman writing in the popular strain. Bouterwek 
praises John Barbour's Bruce as the greatest poem of its period, both in 
Scotland and England, he sees in Alexander Barclay and William Dunbar the 
greatest stylists of the fifteenth century, recommends Blind Harry's pleasant 
sense of local color and Gavin Douglas's powerful feeling for nature, and 
speaks warmly of David Lyndsay's childlike innocence and truth of feeling. 
On the other hand, Alexander Scott and Alexander Montgomerie are cited as 
minor poets that reflect the gradual decline of Scottish poetry in the sixteenth 
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century. Robert Henryson, whom Bouterwek omits, receives brief mention 
in Ersch and Gruber's Allgemeine Encyclopiidie der Wissenschaften und 
Kunste (1818 ff.) and in Meyer's Grosses Conversations-Lexicon (1840-55). 
For the generation of the ftrst German revolution (1848), John Barbour 
held a particular attraction. Fiedler (1846) calls Barbour a poet that can be 
regarded almost as Chaucer's peer. Scherr (1854) praises the poetic and 
historical merit of the Bruce. Gatschenberger (1859), who offers the most 
complete and influential survey of earlier Scottish poetry to appear until that 
date, admires the dignifted subject-matter, poetic spirit, lively descriptions, 
noble thoughts, and harmonious verses of the Bruce; being a song of free-
dom, this poem ranks above all other chronicles and tales of that period, he 
claims. The attribution of the Troy-Book, the Legends of the Saints and 
other spurious works to Barbour made him one of the most widely discussed 
early Scottish poets in nineteenth-century Germany. 
The other favorite of German scholars was Dunbar. Behnsch's literary 
history of 1853 has a major chapter on this poet. Scherr calls Dunbar "the 
most excellent of all the Scottish followers of Chaucer . . . who does not 
compare unfavorably with his model in comic verse narrative and moral alle-
gory." According to Gatschenberger, Dunbar is the star of greatest splendor 
in the poetic ftrmament of his time; he can vie with Chaucer for knowledge 
and human understanding, versatility of genius and picturesque description; 
in the burlesque genre he even sUIpasses his master. Gatschenberger, like 
Philippi (1847) and Scherr before him, also pays due respect to the poetic 
genius of James I; but he ftnds less and less to admire in the later poets. He 
claims that Douglas, whose verses are based more on art than nature, "does 
not reach Dunbar"; Lyndsay, he says, has imagination and talent but is too 
gross, far removed from the refmed culture of a Surrey or Wyatt. Scott, 
Maitland, Montgomerie and Alexander Hume gain little praise-they are de-
scribed as outmoded and showing few traces of true poetry. 
The influence of Gatschenberger's assessment shows in what was to be-
come the standard textbook for the study of Old and Middle English litera-
ture for more than half a century, Julius Zupitza's Alt- una mittelenglisches 
Ubungsbuch, ftrst published in 1874 (with the fourteenth and last edition 
coming out in 1931). Its texts include passages from the Bruce, the Wallace, 
The Kingis Quair, and Kynd Kyttock and four other poems by Dunbar. Con-
spicuously, Henryson is missing, although his Poems and Fables had been 
made available in David Laing's edition nine years before; nor are the later 
poets included, perhaps because Zupitza shared Giitschenberger's doubts 
about their merit, or simply because he did not consider them 
"mittelenglisch" any more. 
The neglect of Henryson is a striking feature of the remainder of the 
nineteenth century; while there was an enormous upsurge in Middle Scots 
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studies, no monograph was written on Henryson's poems, not even after 
Diebler's edition of the Moral Fables (1886); literary historians such as En-
gel (1883) and K6rting (1887) continue to ignore him and ten Brink briefly 
dismisses him as a "pedantic schoolmaster" (1893). Brandl's appreciation 
(1893) is more balanced: Henry son , he suggests, was less varied, learned 
and dignified than Lydgate, but he gave a more healthy and natural direction 
to art poetry than Lydgate and thus paved the way to its high water mark in 
the early sixteenth century. Wiilker (1896) does appreciate the "excellent 
humour" of Robene and Makyne but finds little originality in Orpheus, the 
Testament and the Moral Fables. Only at the beginning of the twentieth 
century is Henryson treated occasionally at some length, but always in larger 
thematic contexts such as the tradition of the animal fable or the Orpheus 
motif in English literature. 
Barbour continued to be held in high esteem. Ten Brink praises his his-
torical faithfulness, lyrical quality and psychological insight and concludes: 
"English literature-and, indeed, Scottish literature-can show no more bril-
liant or richer nature than his." Eduard Engel refers to the Bruce as a 
"wonderful hymn to freedom that has no equal in the European literature of 
that early period." Brandl admires the blend of popular and courtly elements 
in Barbour. Dunbar had been discussed mainly as the author of The Thrissil 
and the Rois, The Golden Targe, The Dance of the Seven Deadly Sins and a 
few court poems, until Jakob Schipper drew attention to the whole scope of 
Dunbar's work in his influential study of 1884. While Brandl relished the 
luscious joy of Renaissance life in Dunbar and appreciated the poet's bridg-
ing of high and low, Wiilker dismissed Dunbar's allegories as stilted and of 
little attraction to the modem reader and recommended his occasional poems 
and humorous satires. Gavin Douglas was gaining in esteem after Paul 
Lange's study of 1882. He was now hailed as Scotland's first humanist, 
who, in spite of the English influence on his early works, had created origi-
nal Scottish poetry which showed in his "pithy charm" and richly colorful 
language (ten Brink, Wiilker). David Lyndsay was seen as a keener and 
more successful satirist than Dunbar, though lacking the older poet's bril-
liance. But The Satyre of the Thrie Estaitis found relatively few admirers. 
Wiilker even quotes it as proof "that the dramatic genre was not advanced by 
the Scots." 
The host of philological and literary studies published in Germany and 
Austria in the forty years before World War I contributed significantly to-
wards a systematic scrutiny of the older Scottish language, the metrics of the 
makars, their literary technique, sources and influence, and their biographical 
and historical background. Journals such as Anglia, Englische Studien and 
Herrig's Archiv were a regular forum for new discoveries and theories and 
scholarly disputes on these issues; Middle Scots poetry was firmly established 
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in the Gennan university syllabuses, and the result was a steady flow of 
doctoral theses, covering the whole field from Huchon to Montgomerie and 
the legends and romances. Barbour and Douglas continued to receive partic-
ular attention in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, followed by 
Lyndsay, Blind Harry, and Dunbar. Schipper's edition of Dunbar's poems 
(1892-94) is still one of the best texts, although many of his aesthetic judg-
ments and his attempts at establishing a chronology of Dunbar's works have 
been superseded by modem Dunbar scholarship. Schipper also edited the 
poems of Walter Kennedy (1902), which encouraged several studies on this 
poet in the years that followed. 
On the whole, it was less the field of aesthetic criticism and interpreta-
tion than that of positivistic studies that Gennan and Austrian scholars of that 
period excelled in. The facts accumulated in these works might make dip-
ping into them from time to time still worthwhile. While obviously some of 
their conclusions have been superseded (the Huchon question or the canon of 
Barbour's poetry are cases in point), several of the questions discussed in re-
cent decades (such as the authorship of King Han) had been raised and some 
of the answers anticipated by Gennan scholars at the tum of the century. 
In spite of the impressive number of books and articles on the makars, 
research on the popular ballad outshone them all. Child's ballad collection 
of 1882-98 rekindled interest in the traditional ballad, and between 1897 and 
1914 more than twenty doctoral theses on the Scottish folk ballad came out in 
Gennany, along with numerous articles on this subject. Again, most of them 
were positivistic studies, many of them centering on fonnulaic expressions 
(e.g. Wirth [1897]; Fehr [1900]) and recurring motifs (religion and supersti-
tion in the English and Scottish folk ballads, magic, the elves, premonitions, 
dreams, disguise, hypocrisy, betrayal, love and marriage, etc.). While 
around the middle of the century Ludwig Lemcke had warned against the 
"nonsense" of collating and merging various ballad versions, which, he said, 
resulted in "downright miscarriages" (1862), Alois Brandl now suggested 
that the new task of ballad research should be the critical reconstruction of 
the original versions of the Child ballads (1898), and Max Forster included 
some reconstructed and "purified" versions in his 1904 edition of British 
Classical Authors, one of the most important textbooks for Gennan school 
and university students, which was frequently reprinted. Karl Nessler, on 
the other hand, introduced the method of version comparison in his thesis on 
the Chevy Chase ballad (1911) to detennine the stages of development of the 
ballad tradition, a method taken up and perfected by Gabriele Humbert 
(1932) and Wolfgang Schmidt (1933). Like Kittredge, these critics stressed 
the positive side of oral tradition, the creative aspect of the development of 
new versions, rather than looking down upon them as corruptions of an 
original version. 
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The outbreak of World War I put an end to the flourishing Gennan re-
search on Middle Scots poetry; the new beginning after the war was only a 
faint echo of the fonner academic tradition. There is one thesis on Barbour's 
syntactic use of the article (191411920), one on the authorship of The Kingis 
Quair (1923), one on the Scandinavian loan words in Douglas (1925), one on 
Middle Scots rhyme words, and one on the animals in Middle Scots poetry 
(1932). Then an absolute blank for thirty-five years, until, in 1967, the next 
Gennan thesis in this field appeared. 
To point to anti-English or anti-Scottish feelings in connection with the 
two world wars as an explanation for this sudden lack of interest is not con-
vincing. Burns and Carlyle, for instance, continued to be taught and studied 
in Gennany, and, of course, the traditional Scottish ballad enjoyed an un-
abated popularity with Gennan scholars. The reasons for this sudden slump 
lie elsewhere: first, the importance of English philology with the emphasis 
on the older fonns of the language and their use in literary texts was reduced, 
after World War I, in favor of a new concept of literary studies that laid 
greater emphasis on texts of the new English period. Second, positivism 
ceased to be the central scholarly method, and as there had hardly been any 
other approach in the Gennan studies of Middle Scots the subject-matter fell 
into disgrace with the methodology. Third, the courtly tradition of most 
Middle Scots poetry lost its attraction for Gennans, who tended to be more 
interested in folk or working-class traditions in the interwar and Nazi per-
iods. 
Nationalism and patriotism were becoming important issues, and it is 
certainly no coincidence that the only monograph on early Scottish literature 
to come out in the thirties was Friedrich Brie's Die nationale Literatur 
Schottlands (1937), an important study of the rise of Scottish nationalism in 
the Middle Ages and its expression in the Bruce, the Wallace and other early 
Scottish poets. Barbour had continued to hold a special attraction for the 
Gennans. A students' textbook of 1917 contained passages from the Bruce 
in the Gennan translation, and the first doctoral thesis after the First World 
War was, as we have seen, on Barbour; in his history of English medieval 
literature, Hans Hecht (1927) praises the Bruce as "a work of important cre-
ative power, high ethics and glowing patriotism, whose proud fanfares intro-
duced Scottish national literature in a great and dignified manner." In Rolf 
Kaiser's anthology Medieval English (1954) the only Scottish poet included is 
Barbour. 
Given the dearth of older Scottish studies in Gennany since 1914, Kurt 
Wittig's The Scottish Tradition in Literature (1958) with its important chap-
ters on Barbour, Henry son , Dunbar, Douglas and Lyndsay is an achievement 
that cannot be ranked too highly. Significantly, Wittig drew on the results of 
British, and particularly Scottish, rather than Gennan scholarship, and the 
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fact that the book was written in English indicates that Wittig must have had 
some doubts as to its marketability in Germany. Yet it has certainly con-
tributed to a new, if moderate, interest in older Scottish poetry on the part of 
German scholars. 
Since Wittig's book there have been five dissertations on older Scottish 
literature, four German and one Austrian, all published between 1967 and 
1973. Schunk (1967) wrote on Alexander Barclay's Ship oj Fools, a work 
that has always been of some interest to Germans because of its relationship 
to Sebastian Brant's Narrenschiff; Bitterling (1969) provides a complete glos-
sary for Barbour's Bruce; Kuss (1970) analyzes Dunbar's phonology and 
grammar; Hirschberg (1970) interprets The Kingis Quair as an ironic adapta-
tion of the dream vision; and Hildebrand (1973) places Henryson's Moral 
Fables against the background of the tradition of fables and animal poems. 
Surveying the work done by German-language scholars on Middle Scots 
poetry in the sixties, seventies and eighties, one can see that the reputation of 
the individual makars has undergone a significant change. Henryson, who 
for so long had been neglected by German scholars, has been treated eleven 
times, as often as Barbour, James I, Dunbar, and Douglas taken together. 
All these Henryson studies center on the Testament oj Cresseid and the Moral 
Fables; two anthologies of medieval texts, edited by Fichte (1980) and 
Bergner (1986), also include passages from the Moral Fables. (In Fichte this 
is the only Middle Scots text; Bergner also has Dunbar's Dance oj the Seven 
Deadly Sins.) It is also no coincidence that the two major German encyclo-
pedias, Meyer's and Brockhaus, have entries on Henryson again in their most 
recent editions after neglecting this poet for a long period. 
Some of the recent German studies continue the old philological tradi-
tion. Those that show a stronger interest in the literary aspects seem to have 
one concern in common: they underline the quality of innovation in what 
were formerly called the Scottish Chaucerians and point to the changes in the 
poetic tradition due to the poets' firm roots in the realities of contemporary 
life. In his article on Douglas's translation of the Aeneid, Kasmann (1964) 
still takes a largely negative view of these changes when he argues that Dou-
glas the humanist aimed at exactitude in his translation but that Douglas the 
poet was frequently constrained by contemporary ideas and formal conven-
tions and that therefore Eneados is stylistically off the mark. Schwend 
(1984) stresses Barbour's pragmatism and calls for a new and larger defIni-
tion of the concept of religion in his work. Mehl (1978) sees Middle Scots 
as a largely independent dialect which the traditional English models could 
not be adapted to without undergoing profound alterations; in a later article 
on the Moral Fables (1984) he talks of a new freedom Henryson had gained 
vis-a-vis the moral code of the original fables, an argument that links this 
study with Hildebrand's. In her article on "Henryson's Departure from the 
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Medieval Nonn" (1966), Siegmund-Schulze sees the progressive element 
mainly in the narrative part of the fables and in their detachment from the 
moral, and she quotes Henryson' s emphasis on everyday life, the local rather 
than the international, the creative rather than the didactic as signs of a new 
development. Kohl (1981) claims that Henryson introduces a new cultural 
rule when he propagates worldly love as a value in itself in The Testament of 
Cresseid and he points to the persona of the unreliable narrator ~.s a tactical 
device to make this view acceptable to the authorities. In his habilitation the-
sis on the English late Middle Ages (1986) Kohl expands this theme, adding 
The Kingis Quair as a second Scottish example, and tries to show, in a 
structuralist approach, how these deviations fonn the medieval nonn can be 
described and classified. 
I do not have the time to summarize the recent work done on the tradi-
tional ballad. Suffice it to say that there is still a steady stream of disserta-
tions, articles and editions in this field. Among the most interesting studies 
is that of Woltbart Anders (1974); like David Buchan in The Ballad and the 
Folk (1972) Anders puts the emphasis on the oral method of composition, on 
the re-creation of the ballad at every perfonnance. Wolfgang Muller's intro-
duction to the English and Scottish folk ballad (1983) contains aforschungs-
bericht with many details on recent Gennan research. 
There are, then, a few recent Gennan studies that open up new vistas 
and try out new approaches, although, it must be admitted, the bulk of 
twentieth-century Gennan criticism of earlier Scottish poetry is old-fashioned 
in its methodology and derivative in its results. Quite palpably, medieval 
Scottish studies are no longer part of the vital Gennan academic tradition, 
and seminars on the makars have become very rare. When in the sixties 
modem linguistics became an alternative to medieval philology, the number 
of courses declined rapidly. The General Preface to the Canterbury Tales is 
often the only medieval text Gennan students will read, and Middle Scots 
poetry will remain for a long time, I am afraid, the domain of a few admir-
ers. 
Technische Universitlit Berlin 
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Marees, Adolph von, trans. Alt-englische und schottische Dichtun-
gen der Percy t schen Sammlung (Berlin: Reimer). [288 
1858 Prutz, Robert, ed. Deutsches Museum. 8. Jahrgang (Leipzig: 
Brockhaus). [Includes translations of Chevy Chase and lohnie 
Cock by R. von Bismarck, p. 897] [289 
1860 Wolf, Adolf. Reviews of English and Scottish Ballads, ed. F. J. 
Child (1857) and of The Ballads of Scotland, ed. W. E. Ayton 
(1858). lahrbuchjar romanische und englische Literatur, 2, 105-
14; 204-21. [290 
1861 Deutsches Balladenbuch. 3rd edn. (Leipzig: Wigand). Rptd. 
Dortmund: Harenberg, 1978. Die bibliophilen Taschenbiicher, 
25. [Includes Herder's 1779 translation of Edward and 
Seckendorff's of Sir Patrick Spens: pp. 20-24.] [291 
Warrens, Rosa, trans. Schottische Volkslieder der Vorzeit. 1m 
Versmass des Originals iibertragen (Hamburg: Hoffmann & 
Campe). [Based on Scott, Motherwell, Buchan, Aytoun and 
others.] [292 
1862 Lemcke, Ludwig. !tUber einige bei der Kritik der traditionellen 
1866 
schottischen Balladen zu beachtende Grundsatze. It lahrbuch jar 
romanische und englische Literatur, 4, 1-15; 142-57; 297-310. 
[293 
Percy's Reliques of Ancient English Poetry. 3 vols. 
Tauchnitz). Collection of British Authors, 847-9. 
(Leipzig: 
[294 
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1867 Loewe, Carl. Tom der Reimer. Altschottische Ballade, op. 135a 
(Braunschweig: Weinholtz), Vol. 3. Gesamtausgabe, see No. 
272 [Loewe's art song is based on Fontane's translation of Scott's 
version of Thomas the Rhymer.] [295 
1870 Goerth, A. "Uber die verschiedene Behandlung der Ballade." 
Archlv, 46, 367-406. [On the relationship of the traditional ballad 
to the art ballad.] [296 
1872 Knortz, Karl, trans. Lieder und Romanzen Alt-Englands (Cothen: 
Schettler). [Main source is Allingham'S Ballad Book beside Scott, 
Percy, Ramsay and others.] [297 
1875 ,trans. Schottische Balladen (Halle: Waisenhaus). [Based 
on the collections of Aytoun, Scott, Allingham, Percy and others.] 
[298 
1876 BOddeker, K. "Englische Lieder und Balladen aus dem 16. 
Jahrhundert." Jahrbuchjtir romanische unci englische Sprache und 
Literatur, 15 (N.S. 3), 92-129. [Includes Cotton text of Captain 
Care (Edom 0' Gordon).] [299 
Wissmann, Theodor. King Hom: Untersuchungen zur mittel-
englischen Sprach- unci Literaturgeschichte (Strassburg: Triibner). 
Quellen und Forschungen zur Sprach - und Culturgeschichte der 
germanischen Volker, 16. [pp. 121-4: "Balladen von King 
Hom."] [300 
1878 Brahams, Johannes. "Edward." Balladen unci Romanzen for mel 
Singstimmen mit Pianojone, op. 75, no. 1 (Berlin: Simrock; Lon-
don: Stanley Lucas). Samtliche Werke, ed. H. Gal and E. 
Mandyczewski. Vol. 22, no. 5 (Leipzig: Breitkopf & Hartel). 
[Based on Herder's 1779 translation.] [301 
1883 Trautmann, Moritz. Review of The English and Scottish Popular 
Ballads, ed. F. J. Child. Anglia, Anzeiger 6, 66-73. [302 
1886 Liebrecht, Felix. Review of The English and Scottish Popular 
Ballads, ed. F. J. Child. Englische Stud/en, 9, 444-8. [303 
Schmidt, Erich. "Burgers 'Lenore. "' Charakteristiken. Vol. 1 
(Berlin: Weidmann; 2nd edn. 1902). pp. 189-238. [Includes 
description of the early reception of Percy's Reliques in Germany, 
esp. pp. 189-93 and pp. 222-4.] [304 
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1889 Schroer, M. M. Arnold, ed. Percy's Reliques of Ancient English 
Poetry. 2 vols. (Heilbronn: Henninger; Weimar: Felber, 1889-
93). [Contains the music.] [305 
1892 Waag, Albert. fIber Herders fIbenragungen englischer Gedichte. 
Progr. Heidelberg (Heidelberg: Horning; Leipzig: Fock). [On 
Herder's Volkslieder, see No. 254.] [306 
1893 Brandl, Alois. "Englische Volkspoesie." Grundriss der gennani-
schen Phi/ologle, ed. Hermann Paul. Vol. 2, Pt. 1 (Strassburg: 
Triibner). pp. 837-56. [307 
1894 Sprengler, R. "Zu Percy's Reliques of A. E. P." Englische Stu-
dien, 19,462-3. [On Lord Thomas and Fair Annet.] [308 
1897 Arfert, P. Das Motiv von der unterschobenen Braut in der lnter-
nationalen Erziihllitteratur. Diss. Rostock (Schwerin: Baren-
sprung). [On the motif of the substitute bride in Scottish balladry: 
pp. 44-7.] [309 
Wagener, Haucke Friedrich. Das Eindringen von Percys Reliques 
in Deutschland. Diss. Heidelberg (Heidelberg: Pfeffer). [310 
Wirth, Alfred. Untersuchungen aher fonnelhafte und typische Ele-
mente in der englisch-schottischen Volksballade. Diss. Ha11e 
(Halle: Kaemmerer). [311 
1898 Brandl, Alois. "Zur Kritik der englischen Volksballaden." 
Forschungen zur neueren Litteraturgeschichte: Festgabe jar 
Richard Heinzel (Weimar: Felber), pp. 53-75. * [312 
Bulthaupt, Heinrich. Carl Loewe: Deutschlands Balladenkom-
pontst (Berlin: Harmonie Verlagsgesellschaft). [On Loewe's 
Edward and Tom der Reimer: pp. 25-8, 35-6 and passim.] [313 
Schmidt, Erich. "Edward." Forschungen zur neueren Littera-
turgeschichte [see No. 312], pp. 29-50. * [314 
1899 Fliigel, Ewald. "Zur Chronologie der englischen Balladen." An-
glia, 21, 312-58. [315 
Gorbing, Friedrich. Die Elfen in den englischen und schottischen 
Balladen. Diss. Halle (Stendal: Franzen & Grosse). [316 
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1900 Fehr, Bernhard. Die fonnelhaften Elemente in den alten engli-
schen Balladen. Diss. Basel (Zossen bei Berlin: Fromm; Leipzig: 
Fock). [317 
1901 Gorbing, Friedrich. "Beispiele von realisierten Mythen in den 
englischen und schottischen Balladen. II Anglia, 23, 1-l3. [318 
Lohre, Heinrich. Von Percy zum Wunderhom: Beitriige zur 
Geschichte der Volksliedforschung in Deutschland (Berlin: Mayer 
& Muller). Palaestra, 22. Enlarged version of Zur Geschichte des 
Volksliedes im 18. lahrhunden. Diss. Berlin (Berlin: Mayer und 
Miiller). [On Percy's reputation in Germany pp. 1-61.] [319 
1903 Glode, Otto. Review of No. 317. Englische Studien, 32, 95-8. 
[320 
Wirth, Alfred. Typische Zuge in der schottisch-englischen Volks-
ballade. Progr. Bemburg. Part I (Bemburg: A. Meyer). Part 2 
(Bemburg: A. SchwaIZenberger, 1907). [321 
1904 Forster, Max, ed. British Classical Authors, on the Basis of a Se-
lection by L. Herrig (Braunschweig: Westermann). [Contains re-
constructed and "purified" versions of several Child ballads.] [322 
Koeppel, Emil. Review of R. Garnett and E. Gosse, English Lit-
erature (1903). Englische Studien, 34, 273-85. [Rejects theory of 
the communal composition of the Scottish folk ballads, p. 278.] 
[323 
1905 GIOde, Otto. Review of No. 321. EnglischeStudien, 35,114-16. 
[324 
Jaehde, Walter. Religion, Schicksalsglaube, Vorahnungen, 
Triiume, Geister und Riitsel in den englisch-schottischen Volks-
balladen. Diss. Halle (Halle: Kaemmerer). [325 
1906 Hecht, Hans. "Neuere Literatur zur englisch-schottischen Bal-
ladendichtung." Englische Studien, 36, 370-84. [326 
Hillmann, Wilhelm. England und Schottland in den englisch-
schottischen Volksballaden. Diss. Halle (Halle: Kaemmerer). [327 
Schiitte, Paul. Die Liebe in den englischen und schottischen Volks-
balladen. Diss. Halle (Halle: Karras; enlarged version Halle: 
Niemeyer). [328 
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1907 Rudiger, Georg. Zauber und Aberglaube in den englisch-schot-
tischen Volksballaden. Diss. Halle (Halle: Kaemmerer). [329 
1908 Baldow, George. Ehe und Familie in den englisch-schottischen 
Volksballaden. Diss. Halle (Halle: Kaemmerer). [330 
Kreusch, Friedrich. Verstellung, Heuchelei, Hinterlist und Verrat 
in den englisch-schottischen Volksballaden. Diss. Halle (Halle: 
Kaemmerer). [331 
Ziige, Karl. Das Verkleidungsmotiv in den englisch-schottischen 
Volksballaden. Diss. Halle (Halle: Kaemmerer). [332 
1909 Hecht, Hans, ed. Thomas Percy und William Shenstone: Ein 
Briefwechsel aus der Entstehungszeit der Reliques of Ancient 
English Poetry (Strassburg: Triibner). [Introduction, pp. ix-
xxxvi, on the early reception of the Reliques.] [333 
1910 Wagner, Alfred. Die sittlich-religiOse Lebensanschauung des eng-
lischen und schottischen Volkes nach den Volksballaden. Diss. 
Halle (Halle: John). [334 
Wegmann, Karl. Theodor Fontane als Obersetzer englischer und 
schottischer Balladen. Diss. Munster (Miinster: Westflilische 
Vereinsdruckerei). * [335 
1911 Nessler, Karl. Geschichte der Ballade "Chevy Chase." Diss. 
Berlin (Berlin: Mayer & Muller). Palaestra, 112. [336 
1912 Sauer, Oskar. Die Quellen der Chevy Chase-Ballade. Diss. Halle 
(Halle: Karras). [337 
1913 Benzmann, Hans, ed. Die deutsche Ballade, Vol. 1 (Leipzig: 
Hesse & Becker; 2nd edn. 1925). [pp. 134-42, "Scottische und 
englische Volksballaden," translations by Herder, Warrens, 
Doenniges, Freiligrath, Fontane, Wolff.] [338 
Saalbach, Arthur. Entstehungsgeschichte der schottischen Volks-
ballade Thomas Rhymer. Diss. Halle (Halle: Karras). [339 
1914 Ehrke, Konrad. Das Geistermotiv in den schottisch-englischen 
Volksballaden: Ein Beitrag zur Geschichte der Volksdichtung. 
Diss. Marburg (Marburg/Borna-Leipzig: Noske). [340 
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Rhyn, Hans. Die Balladendichtung Theodor Fontanes mit beson-
derer Berucksichtigung seiner Bearbeitungen altenglischer und 
altschottischer Balladen aus den Sammlungen von Percy und ScOll 
(Tiibingen: Mohr; Bern: Francke; zptd. Nendeln, Liechtenstein: 
Kraus, 1970). Sprache und Dichtung, 15. Enlarged version of 
Theodor Fontanes Bearbeitungen . .. Diss. Bern (Bern: Buck-
ler). [341 
Wirth, Alfred. Tod und Grab in der schottisch-englischen Volks-
ballade. Progr. Bernburg (Bernburg: Schwarzenberger). [342 
1917 Boyke, Gustav. Die Technik der englisch-schottischen Volksbal-
lade mit BerUcksichtigung der Balladen allgemein-menschlichen 
und abersinnlichen Inhalts. Diss. Halle [also listed 1923]. Ex-
cezpts in Jahrbuch der Philosophischen Fakultat Halle, 1921122. 
Vol. 1, p. 17. [343 
1918 Bicker, Hilde. Studien zur englisch-schottischen Volksballade 
historischen Charakters. Diss. Halle [also listed 1924; see also 
No. 355]. * [344 




Boeckh, Luise. "Zur Entwicklungsgeschichte der Earl Brand Bal-
lade." Diss. Marburg (typescript.)* [346 
Mertens, Kaethe. Die Entwicklung der englischen und schottischen 
Volksballaden im Verhiiltnis zu den diinischen Folkeviser. Diss. 
Halle [also listed 1925]. [347 
Schwebsch, Erich. Schottische Volkslyrik in James Johnson's The 
Scot's [sic] Musical Museum (Berlin: Mayer & Muller). 
Palaestra, 95. [On 18th- and early 19th-century ballad and song 
collections pp. 1-59.] [348 
1922 Barth, Klara. "Der rechtlich-soziale Hintergrund der englischen 
Volksballade." Diss. Marburg (typescripL)* [349 
Heusler, Andreas. "Uber die Balladendichtung des Spatmittelal-
ters, namentlich im skandinavischen Norden." Gennanisch-Ro-
manische Monatsschrijt, 10, 16-31. [Stresses fundamental likeness 
of English/Scottish and Scandinavian balladry.] [350 
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LUdecke, Hedwig, trans. Balladen aus alter Zeit: Aus dem Alt-
englischen und Altschottischen iibenragen. Mit einem Geleitwon 
von Alois Brandl (Berlin: Grote). [351 
1924 Peinecke, August. "Homstoff und Homballade: Ein Beitrag zur 
Geschichte der Volksdichtung." Diss. Marburg (typescript.)'" [352 
1925 Brunner, Karl. Romanzen und Volksballaden (Berlin: Mayer & 
Miiller). Palaestra, 148. [On the Child ballads pp. 75-82.] [353 
Schmidt, Gustav. Die Entstehungsgeschichte von Percys "Reliques 
of Ancient English Poetry." Diss. Gottingen. Summary in Jahr-
buch der Philosophischen Fakultlit GOttingen (1924), p. 35. [354 
1926 Eicker, Hilde. Die historische Volksballade der Eng/linder und 
Schotten (Leipzig: QueUe & Meyer). Neue Anglistische Arbeiten, 
7. [355 
Lambinet, L., ed., Old English and Scotch Ballads (Bielefeld: 
Velhagen & Klasing). Franzosische und englische Lesebogen, 
20. '" [356 
1927 Bicker, Hilde, ed. English Popular Ballads (Leipzig: Quelle & 
Meyer). English Treasure Series. >I< [357 
Hecht, Hans. "Volkstiimliche Balladendichtung," in Hans Hecht 
and Levin L. Schiicking, Die englische Literatur 1m Mittelalter 
(Wildpark-Potsdam: Akademische Vedagsgesellschaft Athenaion). 
pp. 154-62. [On the collections of Percy, Scott and Child.] [358 
1928 Fischer, Gertrud. Das Tragische als listhetischer Wen in den 
englisch-schottischen Volksballaden. Diss. Marburg (Marburg: 
Friedrich). [359 
Holz, Friedrich. Die Mlidchenrliuberballade: Eine kritische Be-
trachtung von 120 Fassungen aus deutschen und jremdlilndischen 
Sprachgebieten. Diss. Heidelberg (Heidelberg: Braus). [Includes 
several Scottish examples.] [360 
Naumann, Hans. "Volksballade." Reallexikon der deutschen Lite-
raturgeschichte, ed. P. Merker and W. Stammler. Vol. 3 (Berlin: 
de Gruyter). pp. 476-81. [Includes discussion of Scottish bal-
ladry; contains bibliography.] [361 
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Steinberg, Hans. Studien zur englisch-schottischen Border-Bal-
lade. Diss. Marburg (Marburg: Fischer). [362 
1930 Hecht, Hans. "Schottische Balladensammler aus dem Kreise F. J. 
Childs. " Nachrichten von der Gesellschaft der Wissenschaften zu 
GiJttingen. Philosophisch-historische Klasse (Berlin: Weidmann). 
pp. 407-26. [363 
Johannesson, Fritz, ed. Englische Balladen (Bielefeld: Velbagen 
& Klasing). Franzosische und englische Schulausgaben. English 
authors, 197 B. * [364 
Kahlert, Annemarie. Metapher und Symbol in der englisch-schot-
tischen Volksballade. Diss. Marburg [also listed 1931] 
(Oberviechtach: Forstner). [365 
Kiihnemund, Marga. Ausdruck der Intensitiit durch Quantitiit in 
der englisch-schottischen Volksballade. Diss. Marburg [also listed 
1931] (Marburg: Fischer). [366 
1931 Schnellbach, Peter. Fiir die Ballade: Betrachtungen und Auf-
schliisse (Heidelberg: Homing). [pp. 8-12 on Edward; pp. 27-8 
on Fontane' s translation of Barbara Allen.] [367 
1932 Humbert, Gabriele. Literarische Einjliisse in schottischen Volks-
balladen: Versuch eines kritischen Variantenvergleichs. Diss. 
Gottingen (Halle: Niemeyer). Studien zur englischen Philologie, 
74. Rptd. Walluf: Sandig, 1973. [368 
Willinsky, Margarete. Bischof Percy's Bearbeitung der Volksbal-
laden und Kunstgedichte seines Folio-Manuskriptes. Diss. 
Munich, 1930 (Leipzig: Tauchnitz). Beitrlige zur Englischen 
Philologie,22. Rptd. New York: Johnson Reprint, 1967. [369 
Wirth, Alfred, ed. English and Scottish Popular Ballads (Frankfurt 
am Main: Diesterweg). Diesterweg's neusprachliche Lesehefie, 
209. * [370 
1933 Schmidt(-Hidding), Wolfgang. Die Entwicklung der engUsch-
schottischen Volksballaden. Habilitationsschrift Marburg (Halle: 
Waisenhaus). Also published in Anglia, 57,1-77; 113-207. [371 
"Die Entwicklungsgeschichte der Edward-Ballade. II 
Anglia, 57, 277-312. [372 
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Flasdieck, Hennann M. Tom der Reimer: Von keltischen Feen 
und politischen Propheten (Breslau: Marcus). Wort und Brauch, 
23. [On the history and Gennan reception of Thomas Rymer.] 
[373 
1934 Hecht, Hans. "Kleine Studien zu Graves, Shenstone und Percy." 
1935 
1936 
Anglia, 58, 131-54. [On Shenstone's contributions to Percy's 
Reliques, pp. 139-46.] [374 




Meier, John, ed. Balladen (Leipzig: Reclam). [Preface under-
lines the importance of oral composition.] [376 
Panke, Fritz. Die schottischen Liebesballaden. Ein Beitrag zur 
Entstehung von Variantenbildungen. Diss. Marburg (Berlin: 
Junker & Diinnhaupt). Neue deutsche Forschungen, 53; Abteilung 
Englische Philologie, 4. [377 
Ammennann, Elfriede. Die schottische Zauberballade. 
Marburg. (Bochum-Langendreer: Poppinghaus). 
Diss. 
[378 
Becker, Heinrich. "Die Ballade von Johnie Cock." Englische 
Kultur in sprachwissenschaftlicher Deutung: Max Deutschbein 
zum 60. Geburtstag (Leipzig: QueUe & Meyer). pp. 191-207. 
[379 
Kayser, Wolfgang. Geschichte der deutschen Ballade (Berlin: 
Junker & Diinnhaupt). [Stresses the influence of the 
English/Scottish traditional ballad on the Gennan art ballad, esp. 
pp.78-1oo.] [380 
Schmidt(-Hidding), Wolfgang. "Die englischen und schottischen 
Volksballaden." Zeitschrift fUr neusprachlichen Unterricht, 35, 
289-313,369-81. [381 
1937 Ams, Karl, ed. Seven Popuklr Ballads (Paderboro: SchOningh). 
Schoninghs englische Lesebogen, 58. * [382 
Neumann, F. W. "Die schottische Volksballade von den drei 
Raben in Russland." Neuphilologische Monatsschrift, 8, 120-2. 
[383 
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---. "Die Volksballaden von Tom dem Reimer." Anglia 61, 
193-221. [384 
"Der Anlass zum Streit in der Edward-Ballade. It Anglia, 
61, 222-4. [385 
Schmidt(-Hidding), Wolfgang. "Die Volksballade von den drei 
Raben." Neuphilologische Monatsschrijt, 8, 81-97. [386 
1939 --. "Gemeinsame Themen deutscher, englischer und schot-
tischer Volksballaden." Die neueren Sprachen, 47, 234-60. [387 
--. "Die Uberlistungsszene in der Volksballade vom Mlld-
chenmorder." Germanisch-Romanische Monatsschrijt, 27, 383-95. 
[On Fair Lady Isabel and its European and American variants.] 
[388 
1940 Hagedorn, Martin. Das Percy-Folio-Manuskript: Die Stellung der 
Volksballaden des Percy-Folio-Manuskripts in der eng lisch-
schottischen Volksballaden-Tradition. Diss. Bonn (Wiirzburg: 
Triltsch). Also published as Vol. 3 of the series Studien zur 
Volksliedforschung (Berlin: de Gruyter). [389 
Pohl, Marta. Gemeinsame Themen englisch-schottischer und 
franzosischer Volksballaden. Diss. Bonn (Wiirzburg: Triltsch; 
Berlin: de Gruyter.) [390 
Schmidt(-Hidding), Wolfgang. "Die schottischen Volksballaden 
von Sir Patrick Spens." Englische Studien, 74, 42-61. [391 
Tuschke, Luise. "Fair Janet" und "Kong Valdemar og hans 
Soster": Ein Beitrag zur Frage der Beziehungen zwischen 
englisch-schottischen und skandinavischen Volksballaden. Diss. 
Marburg (Wiirzburg: Triltsch). Also published as Vol. 2 of the 
series Studien zur Volksliedforschung (Berlin: de Gruyter). [392 
1941 Schmidt(-Hidding), Wolfgang, ed. Schottische Volksballaden mit 
ihren Melodien (Langensalza: Beltz). Fremdsprachliche Lese-
stoffe, Englische Reihe, 57/58. [393 
1942 Scholz, Wilhelm von, ed. Die Ballade: Menschen und Miichte, 
Schicksale und Taten (Berlin: Knaur). [Includes Herder's 1779 
translation of Edward, pp. 12-13, and several of Fontane's Scottish 
ballad imitations, pp. 342ff.] [394 
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Staedler, Erich. "Die schottische Edwardballade." Dichtung und 
Volkstum [Euphorion] , 42, Pt. 1, 109-16. [Discusses various 
translations. ] [395 
Westerhoff, Gerhard. Christlich-religiose Zuge in den englisch-
schottischen Volksballaden una ihren nordamerikanischen Fassun-
gen. Diss. Bonn. * [396 
1943 Echtenneyer, Theodor, ed. Auswahl deutscher Gedichte. 
Neugestaltet von Richard Wittsack (Berlin: Weidmann). [Pp. 
187-8 Herder's 1779 translation of Edward.] [397 
Kommerell, Max. Gedanken aber Gedichte (Frankfurt am Main: 
Klostennann; 4th edn. 1985). [pp. 319-23 on Edward.] [398 
1950 Hiibner, Walter. Stimmen der Meister: Eine Einftihrung in Mei-
sterwerke des englischen Dichtens una Denkens (Ber1in: de 
Gruyter). ["Die alten Balladen, " pp. 43-60.] [399 
Schneider, Rolf. Theorie der Ballade. Diss. Bonn. * [400 
1952 Blaich, H. W. Bell Robensons Volksballaden: Studien zur 
Familien- und Landschaftstradition des schottischen Nordostens. 
Diss. Bonn. * [401 
Krohmann, Helena. Die dlinischen und die englisch-schottischen 
Liebesballaden. Diss. Bonn. * [402 
1953 Solbach, Marianne. Die Balladen der Mrs. Brown aus Falkland. 
Diss. Bonn. * [403 
1954 Vring, Georg von der, and Burghart Wachinger, ed. Tausend-
mund: Europiiische Balladen, Romanzen una Lieder (Ebenhausen: 
Langewiesche-Brandt). [Includes translations of English/Scottish 
traditional ballads, pp. 305-20.] [404 
1955 Schlabertz, Hans. Die religiiJsen Konzeptionen in den eng/isch-
schottischen Volksballaden, ihr Wandel una Veifall. Diss. Bonn. * 
[405 
1958 Matthiii, Sigrid. Rittertum una Ailel in den englisch-schottischen 
Volksballaden. Diss. Berlin (Berlin: Freie Universitiit). [406 
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Schmidt(-Hidding), Wolfgang and Elisabeth Bouillon, ed. English 
and Scottish Popular Ballads (Frankfurt am Main: Diesterweg). 
Diesterwegs Neusprachliche Bibliothek, 4033. 3rd edn. 1969. [407 
1959 Rudiger, Kurt, trans. AIle englische und schottische Balladen 
(Karlsruhe: Der Karlsruher Bote). [With illustrations by Fritz 
Moser.]* [408 
1960 Bouillon, Elisabeth. Zum Verhiilmis von Text und Melodie in den 
englisch-schottischen Volksballaden. Diss. Bonn. [Contains mu-
sic.] [409 
1961 Schmidt(-Hidding), Wolfgang. "Edward, Edward in der Balladen-
welt. .. Festschrift zum 75. Geburtstag von Theodor Spira, ed. 
Helmut Viebrock and Willi Erzgraber (Heidelberg: Winter). pp. 
100-12. [Parallel versions and possible sources of the Edward 
ballad.] [410 
1962 Vring, Georg von der, trans. Angelsiichsische Lyrik aus sechs 
lahrhunderten: Englisch-Deutsch (Cologne/Berlin: Kiepenheuer 
& Witsch). [Includes The Twa Corbies, which is attributed to 
Chaucer, pp. 20-21.] [411 
1963 Hock, Erich. "Johann Gottfried Herder: Edward." Wege zum 
Gedicht, ed. Rupert Hirschenauer and Albrecht Weber. Vol. 2 
(Munich/Zurich: Schnell & Steiner). pp. 122-9. [An interpreta-
tion of Edward in Herder's 1773 translation.] [412 
Williams, W. D. "Theodor Fontane: Archibald Douglas." Wege 
zum Gedicht. Vol. 2 [see No. 412]. pp. 367-76. [Discusses 
Fontane's indebtedness to the Scottish ballad tradition.] [413 
1965 Berger, Karl Heinz anti Walter Piischel, ed. Dos grosse Bal-
ladenbuch. Illustrations by Horst Barsch (Berlin: Verlag Neues 
Leben; 8th edn. 1982). [pp. 237-8 Herder's 1779 translation of 
Edward.] [414 
Fromm, Hans, ed. Deutsche Balladen (MunichlVienna: C. 
Hanser). [Contains Herder's 1779 translation of Edward, pp. 35-
6, and several of Fontane's Scottish ballad imitations.] [415 
Schmitt, Herbert. "Unterrichtsversuch uber die Edward-Ballade." 
Neue Wege zur Dichtung im Leseunterricht der Volksschule 
(Ratingen: Henn). * [416 
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1966 Meller, Horst and Rudolf Slihnel, ed. British and American Clas-
sical Poems (Braunschweig: Westennann). [Based on L. Herrig's 
Classical Authors (1850), entirely revised edn. Traditional bal-
lads: pp. 1-16.] [417 
Schmidt(-Hidding), Wolfgang. "Das Beispielhafte im Fassungs-
vergleich der Volksballaden. II Literatur - Kultur - Gesellschaft 
in England und Amerika: Friedrich Schubel zum 60. Geburtstag, 
ed. Gerhard Muller-Schwefe and Konrad Tuzinski (Frankfurt am 
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